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Abstract

In this paper we present a stochastic sampling approach

to estimate multiple human trajectory in the meeting.

The algorithm is formalized as a energy minimization

problem based on stochastic sampling of deterministic

trajectory, and has some effectiveness to the low frame

data with jumps and switchings and it can estimate a

near optimal result in 9 times faster then the real-time by

using Gibbs sampling. Also experiment is shown using

meeting data of real environment.

1 Introduction

We have been developing a system called VTMOffice,

which is an application system for business user. The

system records business meetings in office environment

in both visual and auditory ways, and automatically gen-

erates an archive of human activity by means of visual

and auditory recognition methods. The system is aimed

to be a meeting archival system with automatic recog-

nizer which generates searchable indexes.

Precise tracking of humans is essential for this sys-

tem. Trajectory information can be used to create an

archive of human activity (e.g. recognize who is set-

ting at where, detect change of scenes, count number of

members in the meeting, etc...) and also it could be used

to help improve auditory signal processing, because in

such algorithms (e.g. beam forming) requires precise

positions of the speakers to get high quality results. This

also make easy the following auditory process such as

speech recognition.

In this paper, we propose a multi human trajectory

estimation algorithm which has efficiency for low frame

rate data with many noises. In order to accomplish effi-

ciency in above conditions, we have developed a trajec-

tory estimation algorithm based on stochastic sampling.

From following sections, the proposed algorithm is de-

scribed.

2 Related Works

In recent years, there are eager researches on develop-

ing algorithms for recognizing meeting scenes. Smith

etal. [1] has introduced particle filter based tracking and

Kato etal. [2] has introduced dynamic Bayesian network

based tracking. For the estimation of multiple trajectory

of humans, some of the related work has also been done

in sports scene tracking (e.g. [4]). In most of these al-

gorithms, it estimates human positions frame by frame,

and then trajectories are calculated as a result of those

frame based estimations.

Different from these approaches, our method tries to

improve trajectory estimation by stochastic sampling of

the trajectory itself. Works related to this approach,

Unal etal. [5] has shown a efficient sampling strategy

based on the curvature of the trajectory to fit elastic con-

tour model for image segmentation. And also there are

numbers of research which have applied snakes energy

minimization for open ended contours which could be

used to trajectory estimation. Taking part of these re-

search contexts, we try to apply these stochastic sam-

pling based trajectory estimation technique to multi hu-

man trajectory estimation problem. Detail of the ap-

proach is described in Section 4.

3 The Application

Before get into the main discussion about the algorithm,

we first introduce our application system and discuss

about the problems occur in such applications to make

clear the problems we are facing with.

Figure 1 shows the overview of our system and the

image captured. The system is designed as a compact

set of sensors which records 360 degree meeting scene.

It is placed on the center of the table so that it can cap-

ture the frontal face of all the participants. It works with

a processor which stores and processes the recorded

data.

Figure 1: System overview and the captured image.

It has 6 cameras which covers 360 degree views and 8

microphones which captures audio signals 1. Resolution

1We do not describe about audio signal processing part in this pa-
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of the camera is 1024x846 in each and the frame rate is

4.2 fps in average.

3.1 Problems

Compact panoramic hi-resolution cameras used in such

systems usually captures images in low frame rates.

Also in normal office environments, we cannot assume

backgrounds or lightings are uniform. In such situa-

tions, there exists some amount of miss detections gen-

erated at the pattern analysis steps. These conditions

creates some problems in trajectory estimation.

Figure 2 illustrates some of the major problems need

to be considered in such conditions.

Figure 2: Major problems.

As shown in Figure 2-a), there is some noises and

absence in observation data. These data can cause the

trajectory estimator to be lured away from the correct

track.

During the meetings, humans are mostly sitting on the

seat, so the observation data is motionless in most of the

period, but they suddenly moves when people changes

their seat at some timing. Because the frame rate is not

high, it is sometimes observed as a jump as shown in

Figure b). The trajectory estimator is required to catch

up to those sudden changes.

Because the application is for the business meetings

which is consisted by multiple humans, we have to con-

sider multiple trajectories. As shown in Figure c), es-

timation of multiple trajectory becomes more difficult,

especially when people switch positions each other.

Since most of the previous frame based algorithms

use time differential information such as optical flows,

especially in case when there are jumps in the data, it

is less likely to get accurate result if we use those algo-

rithms straightforward.

Given these problems, our proposed algorithm is de-

scribed from next section.

4 Proposed Algorithm

In most of the conventional frame based trajectory esti-

mation algorithms, those are carried out as follows,

per. Those are described in [3]

1. Detect position of humans from each frames using

pattern detector, and extract identification features

(e.g. patterns, colors, etc...) from those detected re-

gions.

2. Based on the position information of the previous

frames and the similarity of identification features

extracted in 1, estimate the most likely connection

of positions from previous to current.

These algorithms try to use previous frame estimations

to improve the current estimation. Taking estimation of

each frames as a “state”, it could be said that the al-

gorithm tries to improve its estimate by modeling tran-

sition between those states. The state transition model

can be either in deterministic or probabilistic form.

Different from these algorithms, we try to model

whole the trajectory as a state and try to improve the

trajectory using stochastic sampling. The algorithm is

abstracted as follows,

1. Detect position of humans from each frames using

pattern detector, and extract identification features

from those detected regions.

2. Lay initial trajectory estimation on the positions esti-

mated in 1. At this point there are still many mistakes

on the trajectory.

3. Refine trajectory estimation by iterations of stochas-

tic trajectory generations and selections.

Sizable difference between these two approach is in the

latter case, we use whole the observation from the very

beginning. Note due to this reason, the current algo-

rithm cannot carried out on-line.

The formalization we present here consist of deter-

ministic and probabilistic part. We first present deter-

ministic part.

The input vectors is the set of time t, position p, and

identification features f .

xi =< ti, pi, fi > (i = 1 . . .n) (1)

Here, we model the trajectory using per frame parame-

ters o = o1 . . .ot .

Given this trajectory parameter o, we define trajectory

energy as follows.

Etotal(o,x) = Einternal + Eexternal (2)

=
t−1

∑
i=0

(oi+1 −oi)
2 + α

n

∑
i=0

(pi −oti)
2 (3)

For estimating multiple trajectories, we add cluster-

ing steps to above equation,

Esystem(o,x) = ∑
c

Etotal(oc,x)|x∈Xc + βEnoise(x)|x∈Xe (4)

We denote Xc is a membership function and Enoise is

a penalty of background noises defined as Enoise(x) =
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n/N. Given fixed parameter β, the algorithm is able to

estimate optimal number of the trajectories while pre-

serving some robustness to the background noises.

In addition to above deterministic equations, we as-

sume observations follow following probabilistic dis-

tribution Xn ∼ Categorical(P), pXn ∼ Normal(on,τp),
pXe ∼Uni f orm(τe), fi ∼ Normal(λXn ,τ f ).

From above equations, the algorithm is now defined

as a stochastic system which has a system energy de-

fined by deterministic trajectory model and is driven

by some prior probabilistic distributions calculated from

observations.

Above description still does not gives concrete pro-

cess of estimating optimal parameters. Detailed imple-

mentation of the algorithm is described in next section.

5 Implementation of the Algorithm

As we can easily imagine, finding optimal parameters

for the equations is computationally too expensive. In

order to find near optimal parameters in limited com-

putational cost, we use Gibbs sampling with following

sampling strategy.

Initialization step:

Create clusters of identification feature using GMM

model Xn ∼ Categorical(P), fi ∼ Normal(λXn ,τ f ).
GMM based clustering is a well used framework which

feature cluster is created as each Gaussian distribution

using EM iterations. Then based on these clusters, we

create initial trajectory as.

oci = p j where j = argmax j E(N(λ j,τ f ), fi) (5)

Convergent step:

In this step, Gibbs sampling is applied. In order to re-

alize quick convergence, we use following local energy

based sampling strategy to chose a parameter.

i ∼
∑i+2

j=i−2(o j+1 −o j)
2

∑i ∑i+2
j=i−2(o j+1 −o j)2

(i ∈ 3, . . . ,t −3) (6)

and update the parameter as ôni ∼ Normal(on(i+1),τp).
Annealing:

After the convergent step, the system energy is calcu-

lated, and then, the updated trajectory is either selected

or rejected using following simulated annealing criteria.

A =
exp(−Esystem(ô,x))

exp(−Esystem(o,x))
(7)

Select ô as a trajectory for the next iterations when A >
1.

End step:

Above iteration is stopped after the energy went un-

der certain level or the iteration has reached to certain

numbers.

Trajectory number estimation:

For estimating optimal trajectory numbers, here, we

simply increase the number after each annealing loops

while the final energy decrease continuously

Figure 3 illustrates the process described above. The

energy function and the convergence process introduced

here resembles to those of snakes models[6]. But in this

case we use stochastic sampling. So the trajectory sam-

ple can easily make jumps based on prior distribution of

the identification features, and thus expected to get up

with the sudden changes occurred in the data.

Figure 3: The stochastic relaxation framework.

6 Experiment

6.1 Experiment Condition

The data used in this experiment are 3 set of casual

meetings each consisted between 2, 3, 4 participants.

Participants are asked to have free talks and asked to

change their seat at some specified timings. During the

meeting they are allowed to move their faces and bodies

freely (thus there happens some occlusion of the faces

hided by their hands and bodies). Their clothes and the

room backgrounds are not controlled. See Figure 1-b)

for the example image extracted from the test data.

For evaluation, we not only evaluate results of our

proposed algorithm, but also compare with conven-

tional frame based algorithm to make clear the char-

acteristics of the proposed. For this experiment, a

particle filter with following simple formula is used.

pXn ∼ Normal(on,τp), ox+1 ∼ Normal(ox,τo), fi ∼
Normal(λXn ,τ f ).

6.2 Image Feature Extraction

The images captured from each 6 cameras are undis-

torted using pre-calibrated camera parameters and

stitched into single panoramic image. This process pro-

duce 360 degree 5400 x 2250 pixel panoramic image as

shown in Figure 1.

Then we extract feature to determine human posi-

tions. This process consist of two steps, first we con-

duct face detection and then we extract identification

feature. For the face detection, we use Viola Jones [7]

algorithm. For the identification feature extraction, be-

cause in our application, the resolution of the panoramic

image is not as high to get detailed texture of the face,

we use color information instead. Pixels under the face

region is extracted as a color information of the clothes

that participants are wearing and encoded as a feature

f =< r,g,b >.
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6.3 Result

Figure 4 shows trajectory of each test data estimated

with our algorithm. In the figure, left is the true trajec-

tory, center is the result of initial trajectory estimate and

the right is the final trajectory estimation respectively.

As we can see from the figure, each trajectories are es-

timated precisely without having confused by jumpings

or switching.

In the figure, we also shows RMS errors between the

estimated and true trajectory. It also shows low values

for any numbers of trajectory. To show the difficulty

of applying frame based algorithm to this kind of task,

we also shows the RMS error of simple particle filter

for reference (shown as “PF-RMS” in the figure). The

result shows higher errors mainly caused by the confu-

sions occurred at the jumps.

As we can see from the figure of initial trajectory,

missdetection of the face makes some amount of spike

like noises. Those are also reduced in final estimation.

For the processing time, it took about 2.23 minutes on

Penitum4 3.8GHz machine to fully converge 20 minutes

meeting data. Although this is about 9 times faster than

the realtime, we are planning to make it faster by im-

proving the sampling strategy.

7 Discussion & Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a stochastic sampling

approach to estimate multiple human trajectory in the

meeting. The algorithm is formalized as stochastic sam-

pling of deterministicly defined trajectory, and has some

effectiveness to the low frame data which has jumps and

switchings.

The advantage of using such algorithm is flexible

modeling of the trajectory. Since in this algorithm tra-

jectory is connected from the initial to final time frame

from the beginning, we can jump time frame back and

forth without care. And also it is easy to model complex

trajectory, because the trajectory is always evaluated in

its whole shape. Time based algorithms are generally

difficult to estimate such complex trajectories, because

in such case it is required to treat long contextual infor-

mation in order to make next predictions.

One of the disadvantage of this approach is the al-

gorithm is not on-line and also have to care about the

sampling strategy to realize the rapidness of the conver-

gence. For this problem we have introduced a Gibbs

sampling strategy with a local energy based sampling

strategy and realized a speed 9 times faster then the re-

altime, but this part may be improved more in the future

work.
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